Mind ShoeDesign 2.2.1, Jan 25th 2023

- Line cut tool no longer needs to select the line before cutting.
- Added accessory layer - you can now turn on/off the accessories display
- There is now a default option for the symmetry mode
- Parts should now be easier to select even when they are thin
- Added progress bar for technical file export
- Both control and alt activate symmetry mode while creating a new line

Bug fixes:

- Fixed issues with moving 2d lines outside of flattening
- Fixed issues with undos
- Lines can’t be drawn through the base of the last anymore
- 3d symmetry lines are now working properly on the heel flattening
- View->Layer menus are now working properly
- Toggle sketching layer is now working
- Fixed several issues with exporting of technical file (materials and accessories)
- Fixed issues with .stp and .igs sole import
- Dragging materials on the material bar now scrolls the bar when close to the edges


Mind ShoeDesign 2.2.0, Nov 11th 2022

- Added accessory system
- Added multi-language support (English and Portuguese)
- Stencils support mirroring
- Mirror cursor option available
- Application options can now be reset

Bug fixes:

- Fixed issues with stencil manipulation gizmos
- Fixed issues with object inspector
- Fixed issues with material library manipulation (order, names, updates)
- Improved selection accuracy on lines
- Fixed issue with closed lines having not-editable tangent points
- Improved performance of part creation and flattening switching
- Copy & Paste operation now works properly for closed lines and sets of lines
- Copy & Paste operation now copies line style
- Assigning material can now be undone/redone
- General improvements of stability in the sketching tool
- General improvements of stability of sole creator
- Line handles no longer disappear inside last
- Fixed some issues with files with Unicode characters
- Part offset now works properly in all situations
- General improvements on handling of symmetrical lines (copy & paste, deletion of original line)
- Brushes now get load/saved properly
- Fixed issues with project thumbnail being stretched in some situations
- Fixed issues with undos on sketching
- Fixed issues with layer ordering on sketching
- Improved library filtering options


Mind ShoeDesign 2.1.2, May 10th 2022

- Improved usability of transform gizmo when moving lines so they don’t interfere with each other
- Added option for moving parts forward and back, instead of only on top and back.
- Increased performance of moving parts forward/back.
- Improved usability of menu options
- Added toolbar options on sketching to link stylus pressure to size and/or opacity
- Improved display of image properties on inspector
- Application settings can now be reset
- Window size/position now saved on exit
- Symmetric line color is now a option

Bug fixes:

- Improved display of lines on technical file export
- Fixed a bug where imported stencils would be upside down
- Opening the sketching section on the layer display doesn’t crash the application anymore
- Paste operation no longer creates two copies of the source object
- Sketching tool no longer selects the stencil
- Deleting materials now longer causes a sporadic crash
- Fixed issues with importing projects with some modified materials
- Fixed usability issues and some minor bugs on material inspector
- Fixed issues with custom properties on materials
- Fixed issues with material library recreation
- Fixed issues with the initial brush size on sketching system
- Fixed issues with material links between library and applied materials
- Sole editor is no longer marked as dirty forever
- Stencils no longer move while panning the viewport
- Fixed issues with undos/redos on sketching layer operations
- Fixed issues with window size/position on startup
- Fixed issues with camera rotation on 3d viewport when clicking on the last
- Modal windows now work properly and stop interaction on the other levels
- Fixed issues with Unicode characters on paths
- Fixed issues with saving application settings
- Mind ShoeDesign now works on macOS Monterey


Mind ShoeDesign 2.1.1, November 29th 2021

Bug fixes:

- Project on sketch is now working correctly with all lasts.
- Toggling sole editor no longer causes crashes.
- Deleting a sketch layer now requires just one click.
- Fixed issue with sketching on top of a stencil.
- Materials on the last line of the material pane can now be dragged directly to a part.
- Copied materials between parts now copy all attributes.
- Selecting sketch symmetry now allows a user to immediately start sketching.
- Projecting a sketch no longer automatically activates sketch tool.


Mind ShoeDesign 2.1.0, November 9th 2021

New features:

- Project stencil
A "Project on Sketch" button is available, which allows you to project the stencil's contents into the currently active sketch layer.

- Sketch symmetry toggle, available on the Edit menu.

- Pressure mode options (Edit menu):
  - Brush size: pressure on a tablet pen affects brush stroke size.
  - Opacity: pressure on a tablet pen affects brush opacity.
  - Brush size and opacity: pressure on a tablet pen affects brush stroke size and opacity simultaneously.


Mind ShoeDesign 2.0.2, July 30th 2021

Improvements:

- Improved support for stylus and tablet in last sketching.

Bug fixes:

- Several bug fixes in the sole import component, lighting should be fixed in all cases.
- Fixed issues with last version of Substance Designer materials texture resolution.


Mind ShoeDesign 2.0.1, July 18th 2021

New features:

- Last sketching
The new Sketch tool (along with its counterpart Eraser tool) allows you to sketch your creations using a configurable brush, directly on the last.
Sketching layers were added to the layer manager, allowing you to easily manage layer creation and ordering.


Mind ShoeDesign 1.2.0, May 19th 2021

New features:

- Circular selection
If there are overlapping parts, clicking over them will sequentially select another part.

Bug fixes:

- Speed increase for one click part creation. Unfortunately, this meant removing the possible part creation highlighting, when the mouse was hovering over part candidates.

- Removed unwanted zoom on the 3D pane, on some circumstances.


Mind ShoeDesign 1.1.1, April 22nd 2021

Bug fixes:

- When recovering work from autosave, a project's file would become corrupted.
- Some parts were impossible to select.


Mind ShoeDesign 1.1.0, April 5th 2021

New features:

- Line styles
Lines now have a style property (available through the inspector) and a dash scale property (to reposition line sub-elements). 
Also available is a line property that allows lines to be included in the technical file.

- Material library improvements
Mind ShoeDesign now presents both library and document materials, instead of automatically importing document materials into the material library.
Materials can be manually reordered within the material pane.
Material can be sorted by creation date or alphabetically.

- New measure tool
It's now possible to take measurements along any line.

- Improvements on part creation
Part creation is now stabler and allows you to create parts in one click, when possible.

- Part property copying
You can now copy properties (material and its orientation, scale and position) from one part to another.

- New selection tool
Mind ShoeDesign now has a selection tool to allow you to perform general operations on lines (rotation, scale and position).

- Export SVG
Mind ShoeDesign now exports the currently visible flattening and its LiveSync mechanism with Adobe Illustrator respects the exported flattening.

- Multiple line selection

- .igs and .stl sole importing

- Auto-save
In the event that Mind ShoeDesign exits unexpectedly, your data is preserved.

- Lasts
Last size is now presented per last (if there are different last sizes). A last size filter has been added.

- Application settings
You're now able to select different unit systems, a default line style and color and set the auto-save time lapse.


Bug fixes:

- Previous versions saved corrupted part geometry in some scenarios. This has been corrected in 1.1.0. If you have a previous version project with corrupted geometry, you’ll need to delete and recreate the affected parts. If many parts were affected by this issue, you can use the Recreate All Parts functionality under the Edit menu.

- Previous versions didn't correctly save material information in some scenarios. If a project loads with an incorrect material on a part, please refresh the part's material by changing one of its properties and changing it back.

- Stability improvements to the part creation tool.

- Graphical artefacts on material thumbnails have been corrected.

- Imported bite lines are now exported to SVG.






